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Wren  Feathers 
Summer Sew Along:  Medieval Europe 

Week 2:  Pants and Boots 
As always, this pattern is © by me (Jennie Bagrowski) and is for your personal use only, you MAY share it by linking to 
this blog, you may NOT sell it or upload it to any site without my permission.  If you sell things made from this pattern, 
I’d appreciate credit for the pattern design.     
If you downloaded this elsewhere it was stolen from:  http://jenwrenne.wordpress.com    
I assume you have basic sewing knowledge and the explanation should suffice, but if you need help please email me! 

Quarter inch seams are allowed except where otherwise specified 
 

 
Model is a Sasha Gregor 312 
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This week, we’re adding to our medieval outfit with the pants and 
boots.   

I said you would learn during this sew along how creative medieval people were with gussets and these pants have 
REALLY interesting gussets in their construction!   
I started Nils’ pants with this pattern: http://www.hurstwic.org/library/how_to/thorsbjerg_trousers.pdf and after a lot 
of resizing and adjustments, came up with a well-fitting, interestingly cut pair of pants: 

 
These would have been fine, but then I decided that Nils would prefer wide-legged ones instead, the better to showcase 

his legwraps.     For everything you could possibly want to know about medieval Viking pants (brók/brækr), both slim 
and wide-legged, and some pictures of the footed hose-type things I talked about last week go here: 

http://urd.priv.no/viking/bukser.html 
 
Fabric: 
Again, linen or wool were appropriate, but because of the thickness added when gathering, and the double folded 
waistband, I used cotton flannel from my stash as a sort of wooly looking substitute. 

 
Make sure to line up pieces on lines and tape together before cutting the main part 
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Sew with the center strip on the bottom and ease the curved part into it 

 
Pinking shears are your friend!  They will eliminate all the puckers you see above 

 
You can see at (R) here how these will fold up into pants – the flowered ones were my original two muslins, so in some 
of these pix they’re much narrower in the leg 
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If you prefer you could put a thin strip of fabric as a band (L)  instead of the longer piece I used (R) 

 

 
The longer leg band tucks into the boot tops and gives a nice base for the legwraps.   
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Use a drawstring or elastic in the waist casing 
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 Nils’ shoes are a simplified version of the actual Oseberg shoes, which you can see here: 
https://i.pinimg.com/originals/b5/f5/3b/b5f53b04efaa93ca1e82a500645b11f3.jpg. 
 
Again, on Marc Carlson’s wonderful site he has a pattern for OSEBERG SHOES: 
http://www.personal.utulsa.edu/~marc-carlson/shoe/SHOES/SHOE50.HTM 
 
Unfortunately, the proportions of a Sasha doll foot are quite different from a human, and all the little straps didn’t work 
so well at a tiny scale.  So, I drafted my own pattern that retains the look and has the triangular heel. You might recall 
from my Coppergate shoe post a long time ago: https://jenwrenne.files.wordpress.com/2014/05/shoes-101.pdf that I 
didn’t put in a triangular heel for ease of construction, but I actually tried both with this boot and think the pointy heel 
made things easier! Incidentally, if you’re sewing for Kidz or AGAT, you can use that Coppergate pattern in the link above 
as a substitute for these Oseberg boots, although I did make the fit a bit on the loose side so they’d be share-able. 
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Leather or leather substitutes are appropriate, and felt looks cute and is probably the easiest to sew.  There is some 
evidence for felt boots that were worn in winter with a leather outer shoe like a ghillie laced around the bottom for 
water resistance.  These boots probably wouldn’t have been made in felt, but you’ll see in the pic below, they look very 
nice. 
 
The pattern is intended for a NON FRAY fabric like felt or leather.  If you’re using fake leather that might fray, the pix 
that follow show you how to make a facing for the ankle.  Depending how thick your fabric is, it can add a lot of bulk to 
the ankle as you can see below: 
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Start here if you need a facing! (Fake leather that frays) 
 

x 
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Start here if you don’t need a facing! (Felt/non-fray) 
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Hold closed with laces wrapped a few times and tied around the ankle 
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